at a friend's paint shop that was eliminating some of the older paint colors. Justin spotted the perfect shade and showed it to his dad. The Chrysler Intense Blue Pearl was sprayed by Max's Paint and Body in Gainesville.

All that was left was the interior and Pat kept the original bench seat, now upholstered in Graphite leather with a GMC logo built in. Custom-built door panels sport matching GMC logo and the doors use new single-pane glass for a cleaner look. The leather-wrapped dash holds Omega Kustoms gauges in a billet aluminum panel from Doc's and there's a matching billet aluminum piece that covers the glovebox. A Biller Specialties steering wheel turns on a chromed, tilt ididit column and Vintage Air keeps the cab cool. Ocala Upholstery in Ocala, Florida, handled the stitchwork. Stereo always adds to the fun and a Kenwood KDC-X599 receiver controls a JL Audio XD400 four-channel amplifier that feeds a pair of 6.5-inch Memphis component sets in the kick panels along with a pair of JL Audio 12-inch subs behind the seats.

The completed truck is a joy to drive and Pat is pleased to say that he did most of the work himself. The seven-year build has been completed for about a year and Pat and Justin enjoy the truck at every opportunity.

---

1970 GMC SHORTBED PICKUP

Pat Langmeyer

CHASSIS

- FRAME: ORIGINAL FRAMERAILS REINFORCED AND PAINTED
- REarend / RATIO: 12-BOLT CHEVROLET REAR WITH EATON DETROIT LOCKER, STRANGE ENGINEERING AXLES, AND 3.73 GEARS
- REAR SUSPENSION: CPP 3-INCH LOWER LEAF SPRINGS, CPP BLACK MAGIC SHOCKS
- REAR BRAKES: CPP DRILLED AND SLOTTED 12-INCH ROTORS
- FRONT SUSPENSION: CPP TUBULAR A-ARMS, COIL SPRINGS, AND 23-INCH DROP SPINDLES, CPP BLACK MAGIC SHOCKS
- FRONT BRAKES: CPP DRILLED-AND-SLOTTED 12-INCH ROTORS
- STEERING BOX: CPP
- FRONT WHEELS: 16X8 COYS, POLISHED C55
- REAR WHEELS: 16X8 COYS POLISHED C55
- FRONT TIRES: KUMO-HO ECSTA 235/50-18
- REAR TIRES: KUMO-HO ECSTA 235/50-18
- GAS TANK: DOC'S KUSTOM 18-GALLON ALUMINUM TANK RELOCATED TO THE REAR FRAMERAILS

DRIVETRAIN

- ENGINE: 350 CHEVROLET 350 BORED TO 355 CI
- VORTEC GM
- VALVE COVERS: BILLET ALUMINUM
- MANIFOLD / INDUCTION: EDELBROCK POLISHED ALUMINUM PERFORMER INTAKE AND HOLLEY 670 STREET AVENGER CARBURETOR
- IGNITION: MSD STREET AND STRIP ELECTRONIC IGNITION, TAYLOR WIRES
- HEADERS: HEIDMAN HEADERS WITH ELITE THERMAL COATING
- EXHAUST / MUFFLERS: 24-INCH SYSTEM WITH DUAL FLOWMASTERS
- TRANSMISSION: 90-100-R4 AUTOMATIC, B&M CONVERTER AND 2,200-RPM STALL SPEED
- SHIFTER: CHEVROLET COLUMN

BODY

- STYLE: SHORTBED FLEETSIDE
- FENDERS FRONT / REAR: GOODMARK
- HOOD: GOODMARK COWL INDUCTION HOOD
- GRILLE: 67 GMC
- BED: OAK WITH STAINLESS STEEL STRIPS AND GOLDEN OAK FINISH, GAS FILLER CAP MOVED TO THE CENTER OF THE BED.
- BODYWORK AND PAINT BY: OWNER AND MAX'S PAINT AND BODY IN GAINESVILLE, FL

PAINT TYPE / COLOR: CHRYSLER INTENSE BLUE PEARL

HEADLIGHTS / TAILLIGHTS: LMC HEADLIGHTS, LMC LED TAILLIGHTS, PARKING LIGHTS, AND SIDE MARKER LIGHTS

OUTSIDE MIRRORS: HAGEN M-ARM 4-INCH ROUND

BUMPERs: GOODMARK CHROME

INTERIOR

- DASHBOARD: GRAPHITE LEATHER WRAPPED
- GAUGES: WHITE FACE OMEGA KUSTOM
- AIR CONDITIONING: VINTAGE AIR
- STEREO: KENWOOD KDC-X599 RECEIVER, JL AUDIO XD400 AMP, MEMPHIS COAXIALS, AND JL AUDIO SUBS
- STEERING WHEEL: BILLET SPECIALTIES CHROME
- STEERING COLUMN: IDIDIT CHROME
- SEATS: FACTORY BENCH REPHOQUELSTERED IN GRAPHITE LEATHER, GMC LOGO, DOOR PANELS MATCH

UPHOLSTERY BY: OCALA UPHOLSTERY, Ocala, FL

MATERIAL / COLOR: GRAPHITE LEATHER

CARPET: ACC AUTOMOTIVE CUSTOM CARPET IN GRAPHITE
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This Slammed '65 Chevy C10 is the Latest From Delmo’s
+ By Tim Bernsau | Photos by Tim Sutton

We knew we’d find this '65 Chevy C10 at the SEMA Show. The truck was finished in 2015 at Delmo’s Speed & Kustom in Burbank, California, in time to make it to Las Vegas for the event. The SEMA Show is the number one automotive specialty equipment trade show on the planet. The vehicles displayed there are guaranteed to be remarkable—and guaranteed to get attention.

Tino Garza lives in Indio, California, and bought the truck from his friend, Eddie. Tino had known about Delmo’s Speed & Kustom for a long time. What he knew best was that Del Uschenko was the right guy to build the truck, so the two of them sat down together to plan how to turn Tino’s pickup into one of the nicest C10s ever done at Delmo’s. The plan included all the components of the classic Delmo look—a (mostly) factory-looking body, pavement-scraping posture, a fender-stretching wheel and tire combo, a contemporary powerplant with old-timey personality, an up-to-date chassis, new-truck performance, and Delmo’s way of making it all work together perfectly.

Both agreed that the truck should
retain the factory clean look. That's why you don't see a lot of departure from Chevy's mid-'60s body design. That includes the shape of the sheetmetal as well as trim, emblems, and hardware. External improvements were limited to low-key touches, like filling the gas filler hole and removing the tailgate chains. The big exception is the bed, which was originally a longbed Fleetside. It was shrunk 20 inches and the wheel tubs were widened and shortened. The floor was raised and the oak boards were darkened with an ebony stain. The truck as delivered to Delmo's was rust-free, so all that was needed in the way of bodywork was repairing any minor wrinkles and prepping for paint.

Some people associate the "Delmo look" with patina. It's true that many trucks built at Delmo's preserve their natural finish. Many others—including Garza's—wear fresh paint, but in subdued colors appropriate to their vintage and to their truck identity. The choice here is Fawn Beige, originally seen on '63 Corvettes. Painter Lewis Milinch in Hanford, California, mixed PPG products to spray the C10.

Tino wanted his truck to roll on big tires and wheels. We're talking very big. The resized rear tubs stretch over 405/25ZR24 Pirellis mounted on 24x15 Delmo Specials wheels. Front rubber measures 255/30R22 (skinny compared to the rear meats) rolling on 22x8.5 wheels. A nostalgia-themed truck might have something different,
gauges. The universal six-gauge set is mounted in place of the stock instruments. In the center of the dash, electronic controls for the AccuAir air suspension system replace the old slider switches for the heater—and the heater has been replaced by a Vintage Air A/C system. The steering wheel is original, mounted on a Classic Performance Products column. At Fat Lucky's in Austin, Texas, the stock C10 bench was reupholstered in fawn-colored vinyl. New old stock '62 Impala fabric was stitched for the seat insert.

Tino told us that he has always dreamed of having a truck at the SEMA Show. The C10 was finished just in time and was revealed to hundreds of thousands of enthusiasts in front of the Las Vegas Convention Center. Tino said he had a blast seeing people's reactions to the truck. We had a blast seeing a dream come true.
but for a radically slammed ride like this, bigger is better. Those '61-'62 Chevy hubcaps add a little nostalgic flavor.

In order to get that radical slam, the factory suspension was replaced with front and rear Porterbuilt Fabrication components with airbags to drop the truck practically to the pavement. The frontend features CPP spindles, anti-sway bar, bags, and Bilstein shocks. At the other end, a Currie 9-inch is suspended by Porterbuilt trailing arms, airbags, and Bilstein shocks. To bring those huge wheels to a quick halt, Baer disc brakes were installed in every corner.

Big power was another necessity for the C10, and horsepower in the four-figure range would definitely fit that description. Delmo's loaded the engine compartment with a 6.0L LS3 from Mullenix Racing Engines, crowned with a Magnuson HeartBeat supercharger. The TrickFlow Specialties heads have been dressed up with a pair of Chevrolet script valve covers, adding an orange slice of retro style to all that high-tech muscle. Drive Junky builds a lot of serpentine drives for Delmo's and provided a black anodized system for the C10. Hooker headers deliver the exhaust to MagnaFlow pipes and mufflers. The engine stays cool courtesy of a Be Cool radiator and Spal fan. Torque is sent to the rear end by a column-shifted 4L80E transmission spinning a custom two-piece driveshaft.

There are a few more custom modifications inside the '60s-style cab, most notably the Dakota Digital